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Abstract:
Small random fluctuations in the measured signals within a power plant contain valuable information about the system itself. These signatures can be scrutinized using a technique that the nuclear power industry has traditionally referred to as noise analysis. For instance, the stochastic processes within a nuclear reactor produce small perturbations that permit identification and quantification of its characteristics.

In electrical power plants, instrument lines are used to site sensors and transmitters away from harsh environments near the main functional equipment. In this research, the electrical-hydraulic analogy is employed in conjunction with an equivalent pi representation to model pressure sensing lines. An equivalent pi representation is selected because it provides an exact representation of the transfer function. Anomalies such as leakage, voids and blockage alter the normal system transfer function in such a manner that fault detection and identification can be performed. In particular, the resonant frequencies and peak magnitudes provide a fingerprint of the sensing line health, and pinpoint the location of the anomaly. These models are verified using sampled measurement data obtained from operational electric generating stations. The overall objective is to utilize the natural fluctuations in fluid pressure within the hydraulic system to passively perform real-time fault diagnostics on the instrument lines, with the ultimate goal being to assure uninterrupted system operations.
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